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Abstract. Global warming poses a real threat to the sustainable development. The temperature data shows that unless the greenhouse gas
emissions are controlled, the global temperature can rise critically by
the end of the century. The Emission Trading System (ETS) has been
introduced to control the emissions in the participating countries by
providing economic incentives to the industries and manufacturers to
shift towards cleaner energy resources and technologies. In this paper,
we study the main variables and causes behind the emissions, and investigate the mechanisms on the carbon market, particularly the European
Union ETS. We also provide an updated oil market model to include the
recent data and developments in the global oil market. We connect the
two models to each other so that the effects of the oil price on the climate
change can be investigated. Next, we train our model with the historic
data and simulate it to show the capability of the proposed model in
predicting the trends of the historic data. Finally, we provide simulation
results to support our model.

1

Introduction

Climate change is real. During the past century the average temperature
of our planet has increased significantly. According to the temperature data,
the global average temperature has increased from -0.375 Celsius degrees in
1850 to an estimate value of 0.894 Celsius degrees in 2016 [1]. The land-surface
air temperature indicates even a higher change from -0.496 degrees to 1.345
degrees between 1850 and 2016 [2]. Moreover, a similar data set shows that
the northern hemisphere’s temperature has increased more than that of the
southern hemisphere. Fig. 1 shows the average global land-ocean temperature
index between 1880 and 2012. The overall message is that human activities
leading to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions should be controlled heavily.
An initial global attempt towards recognizing the climate change was in 1997,
which led to the establishment of the Kyoto Protocol (KP) [3]. Through the the

Fig. 1. Average global land-ocean temperature index between 1880 and 2012.

Fig. 2. Historic total EU GHG emissions, excluding Land Use, Land Use Change, and
Forestry (LULUCF) and including international aviation.

Kyoto mechanisms, the KP enabled the participating 37 industrialized countries
to set goals in reducing their carbon emissions by 5% between 2008 and 2012
compared to the Kyoto base year of 1990 [4]. One of the mechanisms was the introduction of an Emission Trading System (ETS). A successful implementation
of an ETS is in the EU zone, which we refer to as the EU ETS. Another mechanism, which also provides financial incentives for industries, is providing means
of investment in low-carbon projects in the developing countries, and transferring cleaner technologies to those countries [5–7]. These methods, have all been
adapted and integrated in the EU ETS system. Figure 2 shows the overall EU

emissions excluding the Land Use, Land Use Change, and Forestry (LULUCF)
and including international aviation.
In this paper, we provide a model on the main parameters and variables that
play a role in an emission trading system. Particularly, we consider the European
implementation of this approach. We utilize the system dynamics methodology
in our modeling [8, 9], and provide our model based on the variables extracted
through a literature study on the main sources of carbon emissions. Then, we
build a casual model between the derived factors and parameters. For our simulation, we build a stock and flow model in which the stock variables and their
rate variables are related through differential equations. The overall model is
reduced to a system of ordinary differential equations with variable coefficients,
and is solved numerically using methods such as Runge-Kutta method [10–13].
The mathematical relations between the main variables are derived using regression analysis on the available historic data which are used to train the model. For
the set of variables where analytic relations cannot be derived, we use look-up
tables. A main loop of the oil market is also provided, and the relations between
the oil market variables and the carbon market are explained. Our simulations
support our results.

2

A System Dynamics Model

In this section, we elaborate the main causal loops, and identify the type of
the variables and relations between them. The model consists of two main parts.
The first part of the model provides the governing relations in the carbon market,
whereas the second part systematically models the global oil price which is the
main energy resource in the world. We will explain the carbon market model
first, and then elaborate the oil model in the second part. Lastly, we explain
how these two parts connect to each other and interact.
General modeling strategies: Our model is a system dynamics [14–16] based
model. Like any other system dynamics model, first, the main variables and
parameters are extracted and the casual relations among them are established.
Then, the mathematical relations between each two variable that are connected
through a causal line are developed. The stock variables represent the variables
whose values have a momentum with respect to time accumulating values over
time, and are generally the outcome of an integral whose relations are modeled
through a first order ordinary differential equation that is numerically solved.
The change rates of the stock variable is the variable that controls the stock
variable over the course of time. The other variables which lack the characteristics
of accumulation, and take instantaneous values are modeled as flow variables.
Main loop in carbon market: The main loop consists of three main variables.
The Emission Allowances Price (EAP), Emission Allowances Demand (EAD)
and the Emission Allowances Supply (EAS) [17–19]. The supply for emission
allowances is considered to be constant over a year. The only way it can change
is through the regulatory policies of the ETS. For instance, in the third period of
the EU ETS implementation the supply for allowances is reduced by 1.74% each

Fig. 3. Carbon market main loop.

year [19]. The overall causal loop is shown in Fig. 3. The External Variables on
Demand summarize the variables that model the demand side. Similar to any
other economic system, the price of the EU Allowances (EUAs) emerges from
the balance between the supply and demand forces. In our model, the price and
demand of allowances are stock variables [20–22].
Carbon allowances demand loop: On the demand side, the main factor is the
electricity consumption. This is mainly due to the fact that the power sector,
which is mainly affected by the electricity consumption, is the biggest CO2 emitter, and thus it has the largest demand for the allowances [23]. Therefore, it is
important to analyze the main factors that determine the electricity demand
and supply. Generally, the electricity demand changes with the economic activity, temperature and the amount of daylight (the latter two depend on the time
of the year). On the other hand, it is indeed the electricity supply that generates
the emissions. Even though it is mainly the electricity demand that drives the
electricity supply, the electricity supply itself can also affect the demand through
its external imposing factors such as the fuel prices [24, 25]. Based on these, we
have modeled the demand for allowances to be affected by the main four factors
of the economic growth, fuel prices, weather conditions, and regulatory policies
of the ETS. It has been previously investigated that the deviations from the
predicted (or expected) values of each of these variables are the main reasons for
big changes in the EUA prices. For instance, a harsh weather such as extreme
cold in winter or extreme high temperatures in summer time (which are above
the average or expected value of the variables) increase the electricity demand,
thus, increasing the fuel consumption and subsequently increasing the demand
for carbon allowances due to the predicted increase in the emissions [26–30].

Oil market main loop: The main factors behind the oil market are the Global
Oil Supply and Global Oil Demand which determine the Global Oil Price. In the
oil market, other than the aggregated oil demand and supply, there are other
factors that determine the oil price, most of which we refer to as the expectational
or anticipated behavioral parameters [10,31]. These factors are generally formed
by the predicted trends of the variables other than the supply and demand. For
instance, in the occurrence of a conflict or riot in an oil producing country, the
oil prices usually react to the events immediately [8]. In such a situation, usually
it is expected that the (short-run or long-run depending on the intensity of the
events) oil supply of that country will face volatility, adding to the volatility of
the whole market [32]. Although in many situations, the actual supply does not
change as much as expected (or at least as much as the reaction of the oil price),
the predicted trend reflects its influence on the price much earlier than the real
data. Therefore, prediction of the market trends in the oil market is crucial in
determining the future price. The oil market part of the model utilizes previous
work, [32] where we have updated the modeling approach and incorporated the
latest market data and events as occurred in 2015. The main loop is shown in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Oil market main loop.

Effects of the oil market on the carbon emissions: Finally, we connect the
two parts of the model by connecting the economic growths from two parts and
relating the energy prices of the carbon market to the oil prices. In the carbon
market, we assume that the energy prices is a portfolio of the oil price, natural
gas, and coal which are the main carbon emitting resources. However, we provide
the dynamics of oil price from the oil market part of the model, and assume a
linear change of the natural gas and coal prices based on 2015 price data.

3

Simulation Results

In this section, we provide our simulation results to support our model. First,
we provide an analysis of the predicted changes on the average global temperature. Then we provide our Vensim [33] simulation results. In the simulation

Fig. 5. Historic carbon prices for EUAs.

scenario, we train our model to reproduce the trends for the historic changes of
the carbon prices. We use the EUA price data from [34] beginning from the 2013
year. A historic data of EUA prices is depicted in Fig. 5.
Climate change: As shown in figures 6, 7 and 8, we have performed first,
second and third order analyses of the temperature changes, respectively. Using
the analysis of these figures, it is conjectured that by the end of the 21st century,
the mean temperature of the earth can increase to 1.0494, 2.7952, and 3.7518
degrees Celsius as a result of first, second and third order analyses, respectively.
This is compliant with the data of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) which has reported that the projected increase of temperature
in the current century can be anywhere between 0.3 degrees to 4.8 degrees [35].
These analysis confirms that the global warming can be a threatening event
for the sustainable development, unless the GHG emissions are controlled more
seriously.
Historic data fit: In this scenario, we train our model and its variables according to the historic data of the oil and carbon market. Particularly, we consider
the WTI oil price data taken from [36], economic growth data from [37], oil
supply data from [38], oil demand data from [39], CO2 emissions data from [40],
EUA price data from [34], temperature data from [1], and all the other data in
carbon market from [41]. Figure 9 reflects our simulation results for the period
between 1st of Feb. 2013 and 1st of Feb. 2016. As it is shown in the figure, the
EUA price starts from 5.8 Euros, which we have chosen to be the starting value
in our simulations, as well. The prices drop during April 2014 period and have a
trend of growth until the end of 2015, and start to fall sharply in the beginning
of 2016. As shown in the Fig. 9, our results follow the historic data’s trend.

Fig. 6. A first order analysis on the global temperature data, with prediction of the
temperature for the rest of the 21st century.

Fig. 7. A second order analysis on the global temperature data, with prediction of the
temperature for the rest of the 21st century.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we provided a model of the carbon market, and connected
it to the oil market through a system dynamics approach. We investigated the
main factors and variables involved in the carbon market, particularly, the major
emission resources. We also provided a stock and flow model on the cap-and-trade
market mechanisms that provides an incentive to the industries to move forward
towards the least costly solutions regarding their emissions. By connecting the
oil market model to the carbon market, we could model the effects of oil price on

Fig. 8. A third order analysis on the global temperature data, with prediction of the
temperature for the rest of the 21st century.

Fig. 9. Emission allowance price simulation result.

the carbon emissions. Our simulations showed that our trained model is capable
of providing a historic fit on the data. Our future works, will extend the model
to include sub-models of the electricity market, as well as a better modeling of
the other energy markets such as natural gas and coal. Moreover, we will provide
more analysis on the sensitivity of the model of the changes of different factors
to study the effects of policies on those parameters.
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